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Abstract—This paper proposes inter-cell interference mitiga-
tion in a dimming-aware way for multi-cell visible-light com-
munication networks, through efficient time-scheduling, scaling,
and coordination of non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA)
transmissions at the access points. By this method, users are
grouped and served in different time slots depending on whether
they are at the center or at the edge of the cell. This reduces
the number of NOMA users per time slot, which decreases
the network computational complexity, by reducing the average
number of successive interference cancellation steps. Comparison
of the proposed scheme with the classical NOMA over different
dimming constraints shows an improvement of up to 39% and
37% in the average sum-rate and fairness, respectively, for a 30%
duty cycle transmission in a 4-cell scenario with 8 users.

Index Terms—Visible light communications; multi-cell net-
works; non-orthogonal multiple access; inter-cell interference.

I. INTRODUCTION

Visible-light communications (VLCs) have been receiving
increasing attention for more than two decades, in particular,
for providing wireless connectivity in indoor environments.
The main factors driving this growing interest include the huge
available bandwidth, immunity against radio-frequency (RF)
induced interference, and inherent security [1]. For relatively
large indoor spaces, multiple light emitting diode (LED)
luminaires serve as access points (APs), which handle users in
their coverage area, forming hence a multi-cell VLC network.
There, users can be classified as cell-center or cell-edge users
(CCUs or CEUs, respectively), depending on coverage by one
or more APs. In such networks, the performances of CCUs are
affected by inter-user interference (IUI), resulting from signals
of users being in the same cell, whereas CEUs should mitigate
both IUI and inter-cell interference (ICI), the latter resulting
from signals of users in the neighboring cells. This reflects
the importance of employing efficient multiple-access (MA)
techniques in minimizing IUI and ICI effects.

Focusing on downlink transmission within this context,
one popular scheme is the power-domain non-orthogonal MA
(NOMA). By this scheme that we will call simply NOMA,
the APs (i.e., the transmitters, Txs) multiplex users’ signals
in the power domain using superposition coding. At the user
side (i.e., the receiver, Rx), to minimize multi-user interference
(MUI), successive interference cancellation (SIC) is performed
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[2]. The particular interest of NOMA signaling in VLC
networks arises from several facts: (i) APs typically need to
handle a relatively small number of users, hence, requiring
a small number of SIC detection steps; (ii) the limited mo-
bility of users in indoor VLC scenarios and the overall slow
channel time variations makes acquiring the users’ channel
state information (CSI) for SIC detection rather easy; (iii)
the limited link distance enables signal detection at relatively
high average signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) [3]. In addition, the
advantage of NOMA over orthogonal MA techniques has been
demonstrated in several previous works, e.g., [4], [5].

There is an apparent need for reducing the number of
users in SIC detection. The reason is two fold: (i) the users
with higher decoding orders (i.e., lower detection priority)
require CSI of the preceding users; (ii) the users with lower
decoding orders suffer from MUI arising from the higher
decoding-order users. In this paper, we propose a NOMA-
based scheme, called time-sliced (TS) NOMA, which adds
a temporal dimension to the conventional NOMA. By TS-
NOMA, CCUs and CEUs in a given cell are grouped and
handled by NOMA in separate time slots. The duration and
the position of these time slots are determined according to
the requirements of light dimming and ICI mitigation. This
solution offers reduced detection complexity and decreased
IUI, compared with the conventional NOMA, while enabling
efficient ICI mitigation and light dimming. It also facilitates
network real-time adaptation in the case of users mobility.

The concept of adding a temporal dimension to NOMA
has also been considered for RF networks. For instance, in
[6], optimized power allocation (PA) and user scheduling for
NOMA were considered for massive Internet-of-Things (IoT)
networks. In the context of MA mobile edge computing,
[7] proposed optimized time allocation for mobile users for
offloading their computational workload to edge servers using
NOMA. Temporal fair user scheduling was also considered
for NOMA signaling in [8]. Compared with these works, our
proposed technique differs in considering dimming-compatible
duty cycling of NOMA signals for multi-cell VLC networks.

II. MAIN ASSUMPTIONS

Consider a multi-cell VLC network where a central control
unit coordinates Nt APs and classifies Nr users as CCUs
or CEUs. Without loss of generality, we consider intensity
modulation based on DC-biased optical orthogonal frequency-
division multiplexing (DCO-OFDM). Let the ith AP, APi

serves Ni users, and denote by hij the channel gain between
APi and the jth user Uij (handled by APi). Assume that
(i) each AP (an LED luminaire) has a Lambertian pattern;
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(ii) each Rx uses a PIN photo-detector (PD) with an optical
concentrator; and (iii) any CEU is only associated with the AP
corresponding to the strongest channel gain [9]. Accounting
for line-of-sight (LOS) propagation while neglecting non-LOS
contribution, the channel DC gain is given by [1]:

hij = RS
(m+ 1)Aij

2π l2ij
cosm(φij) cos(θij), (1)

where φij is the Tx angle of emission, θij denotes the incident
angle, and lij is the distance between APi and Uij . Also, R
is the PD responsivity, S and m are the LED conversion effi-
ciency and Lambertian order, respectively, and Aeff is effective
area of the Rx, which is given by Aeff = q2APD/ sin

2(θFOV)
[1], where APD is the PD active area, q is the optical concentra-
tor refractive index, and θFOV is the Rx field-of-view (FOV),
which are assumed to be the same for all Rxs for notation
simplicity. To comply with the light dimming requirement,
we set the duty cycle δ of the LED emission to δ = τ/T ,
where τ is the signal transmission time over a certain period
T [10]. Denoting by Po(t) > 0 the LED output optical power,
we define the dimming ratio γ as:

γ =
1

P
lim

T→∞

1

T

∫ T

0

Po(t) dt , 0 ≤ γ ≤ 1 (2)

where P is the average LED optical power in the case of
no dimming, i.e., for γ = 1. The dimming ratio γ (in power
domain) is related to the duty cycle δ (in time domain). Note
that such a dimming control by duty cycling the transmitted
signal can also be applied to DCO-OFDM signaling [11],
[12]. In this case, the signal can be modeled as a zero-mean
Gaussian random process based on the central limit theorem
[13], hence, dimming is mainly controlled by the DC bias.

III. CONVENTIONAL NOMA SIGNALING

At the Tx (i.e., the AP), NOMA users signals are multi-
plexed in the power domain using superposition coding. The
assigned power to each user is set according to a PA scheme
and its channel gain; users with higher channel gains are
allocated less power. At the Rx, SIC detection is performed,
where users with larger channel gains decode their signal
in higher orders (IUI of lower order users being ideally
eliminated by SIC [3]). Assuming perfect CSI knowledge for
all users, after excluding the DC component, the received
signal by Uij from APi is given by:

rij = aij
√
Pe hij dij +

j−1∑
k=1

aik
√
Pe hij dik

+

Ni∑
k=j+1

aik
√
Pe hij dik + zj ,

(3)

where Pe and aij represent the total transmit electrical power
(excluding the DC offset) and the corresponding PA weight,
respectively, where Po = S

√
Pe. Also, dij is the desired data

and zj denotes the Gaussian noise with variance σ2
n. The first,

second, and third terms in (3) represent the desired signal, the
suppressed interference by SIC, and the residual interference,
respectively. For the sake of simplicity and without loss of

generality, we consider static PA such that a2ij = αa2i j−1,
where 0 < α < 1 represents the PA factor, i.e., the ratio
between the power level of Uij to that of Uij−1 (the preceding
user in the decoding order) [3]. To ensure normalized Pe, we
set
∑Ni

j=1 a
2
ij = 1. The electrical signal-to-interference-plus-

noise ratio (SINR) for Uij is then calculated as:

SINRNOMA,Uij =
h2ij Pe a

2
ij

IICI + h2ij Pe

∑
k>j

a2ik + σ2
n

, (4)

where IICI denotes the ICI power. The upper bound on the
achievable rate of Uij in terms of the duty cycle δ, corre-
sponding to a dimming ratio of γ, is given as:

RNOMA,Uij
= δ

B

2
log2

(
1 + SINRNOMA,Uij

)
(bps), (5)

where B is the system bandwidth and the division by the factor
2 is due to Hermitian symmetry constraint of DCO-OFDM.

IV. TS-NOMA SIGNALING

A. Concept

The idea behind TS-NOMA is to adjust the duty cycle of
the NOMA signal at the APs to eliminate ICI and to satisfy the
light dimming requirement. Firstly, at the central control unit,
users are classified as CCU or CEU depending on their channel
gains. Afterwards, at each AP, NOMA is applied separately
to signals of CEUs and CCUs, which are then transmitted
in two different time slots, such that the duty cycle of the
total transmission time satisfies the dimming requirement.
In addition, CEU signals are transmitted in different non-
overlapping time slots to guarantee no ICI. To clarify better
the idea, consider the example of Fig. 1(a) where a 4-cell VLC
network is shown with the AP positioned at the center of each
cell, and two CCUs within each cell and two CEUs in the
intersecting areas of adjacent cells. Note that we define the cell
boundaries based on the users CSI, according to a predefined
threshold for channel gain [9], which is set here to 9.74×10−7,
corresponding to a cell radius of 2m.

Here, we consider two schemes: (i) Scheme A, see Fig. 1(b),
where in addition to separating CEU signals in time, all CCU
signals (from different APs) are transmitted in non-overlapping
time slots; and (ii) Scheme B, see Fig. 1(c), where the same
time slot is attributed to the CCUs in different cells. The
choice between these two schemes depends on the dimming
requirement (see Subsection IV-B). In Fig. 1, dij denotes the
signal of Uij , and tc,i and te,i refer to the time slots attributed
to CCU and CEU groups served by APi, respectively.

We denote by cint the number of coordinating APs, having
intersecting coverage areas; cint = 4 in the example of Fig. 1.
To mitigate ICI, the transmission cycle T is divided among the
cint APs: each AP disposing of an interval of T/cint for signal
transmission, where the maximum duty cycle is δmax = 1/cint.
Note that, as CCUs are not affected by ICI, their signals could
be transmitted in parallel by all the APs, as considered in
Fig. 1(c). However, in this case, they must use the same tc,i,
hence having less flexibility, as compared with Fig. 1(b).

Lets Nc,i and Ne,i denote the numbers of CCUs and CEUs
served by APi, respectively. Assuming perfect synchronization
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(a) Example of 4-cell network (b) Scheme A (c) Scheme B

Fig. 1: Illustration of the proposed TS-NOMA schemes. (a): top view of a 4-cell network example. (b) and (c): signal transmission timing
for different users according to Scheme A and B, respectively.

and excluding the DC signal component, the received signal
for CCUj handled by APi over time slot duration tc,i is:

rij(t) = aij
√
Pe hij dij +

j−1∑
k=1

aik
√
Pe hij dik

+

Nc,i∑
k=j+1

aik
√
Pe hij dik + zj .

(6)

Similarly, for CEUj served by APi in time slot te,i we have:

rij(t) = aij
√
Pe hij dij +

j−1∑
k=1

aik
√
Pe hij dik

+

Ne,i∑
k=j+1

aik
√
Pe hij dik + zj .

(7)

For both cases, the corresponding SINR is given by:

SINRTS,Uij =
h2ij Pe a

2
ij

h2ij Pe

∑
k>j

a2ik + σ2
n

, (8)

and the approximate maximum achievable throughput is then:

RTS,Uij
= δi

B

2
log2

(
1 + SINRTS,Uij

)
(bps), (9)

where δi is the transmission duty cycle for Uij corresponding
to APi. Note that, δi = tc,i/T if Uij is a CCU, and δi = te,i/T
if it is a CEU. Also, (tc,i + te,i)/T = δ.

B. TS-NOMA schemes

We consider three cases for the transmission scheme, de-
pending on the required duty cycle δ. Note that we reasonably
assume the same dimming level for all APs.

1) No dimming, δ = 1: In this case, we can use either
Scheme A or B. However, to maximize network capacity,
parallel transmission of CCUs signals is preferred, i.e., by
Scheme B, Fig. 1(c). Note that, (i) in the intervals where no
“signal” is transmitted, the corresponding APs still transmit
the DC bias to ensure lighting; (ii) in case where there is no
CEU in a cell, the corresponding CEU time slot is devoted

to the transmission of CCU signals in all cells; and (iii) the
absence of CCUs in a cell does not change the timing in order
to avoid ICI with CCU signals from the other cells.

2) δ > δmax: In this case, δ cannot be satisfied using
Scheme A because this latter can guarantee dimming with
no ICI only for δ ≤ δmax. Using Scheme B, we transmit
the signals of CCUs (which do not suffer from ICI) in
parallel from all APs. This way, the time intervals for non-
overlapping transmission of CEU signals can be increased.
We have, tc,i +

∑cint
i=1 te,i = T . For simplicity, we consider

the same te,i for all APs. Since for dimming constraint we
have (tc,i + te,i)/T = δ, therefore:{

δi = (1− δ)/(cint − 1) for CEUs,
δi = (δ cint − 1)/(cint − 1) for CCUs. (10)

Note, in the absence of CEUs in a cell, the corresponding time
slot is used by the CCUs in the same cell to comply with the
dimming condition for all APs. If there is no CCU in a cell,
the timing is still not changed to avoid ICI with CCU signals
from the other cells.

3) δ ≤ δmax: Here, the required dimming condition can
be satisfied by both Schemes A and B. However, as there
is no room to increase the network capacity by improving
time resources utilization, sequential transmission of CCU
signals is preferred, i.e., Scheme A. This allows allocating
different durations for tc,i, thus more flexibility in timing
design. Similar to the previous case, if there is no CEU (CCU)
in a cell, the corresponding time slot is used by the CCUs
(CEUs) in the same cell.

C. Time-slot fixing strategies

For setting the different time intervals tc,i and te,i for CCUs
and CEUs, we consider six specific strategies that we will refer
to as S1 to S6, as described in the following.

1) TS-NOMA-S1: As the simplest way, for all i, we use
equal time slots, i.e., tc,i = te,i.

2) TS-NOMA-S2: We set slot durations according to the
associated number of users. For Scheme A, Fig. 1(b),
this results in tc,i = Nc,i/Ni and te,i = Ne,i/Ni.
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For Scheme B, Fig. 1(c), te,i is determined by Ne,i,
whereas tc is set considering the maximum number of
CCUs Nc,max per group among all CCU groups, i.e.,
Nc,max = max(Nc,1, ..., Nc,Nt

). This ensures setting the
largest possible tc. We have then tc = Nc,max/(Nc,max+∑Nt

i=1Ne,i) and te,i = Ne,i/(Nc,max +
∑Nt

i=1Ne,i).
3) TS-NOMA-S3: We set tc,i and te,i according to the

average channel gain for each group of CCUs and CEUs
(similar to the idea of static PA in NOMA [3]). This
way, for a larger average channel gain, we allocate a
smaller duration to the corresponding time slot. The ratio
between each two consecutive time slots ζ is a constant,
called time allocation (TA) coefficient. This allows time
slot allocation to be better tailored to the channel gains
in every group. For Scheme B, tc is set by considering
the minimum average channel gain per group (among all
CCU groups), to ensure the largest possible tc.

4) TS-NOMA-S4: Setting slot duration is based on the
same approach as in TS-NOMA-S3, while considering as
criterion the average channel gain divided by the number
of users in the group. This allows groups with a large
number of users to be allocated a long time slot, hence,
resulting in a still better fairness in the network.

5) TS-NOMA-S5: This strategy applies to the case of δ >
δmax, where we use (10) to calculate tc,i and te,i, to
satisfy dimming and mitigate ICI.

6) TS-NOMA-S6: For the case of δ ≤ δmax, users are
served as in conventional NOMA, while avoiding parallel
transmission of APs (i.e., to avoid ICI).

Note that the described strategies should be selected depending
on the required dimming, or in other words, δ. For δ = 1, TS-
NOMA-S1, -S2, -S3, and -S4 can be used. For δ ≤ δmax, these
four strategies, as well as TS-NOMA-S6 can be used where
tc,i and te,i are calculated separately in each cell. For δ >
δmax, only TS-NOMA-S5 can be used. In fact, TS-NOMA-
S1 to -S4 do not satisfy the constraints of dimming and ICI
mitigation in this case, and therefore cannot be used.

V. TS-NOMA PERFORMANCE

A. Network performance metrics

We consider two performance metrics, i.e., the maximum
achievable throughput and the Jain’s fairness index (FI) [14].
This latter is a measure of the throughput homogeneity among
users, which for a total number of Nr users is defined as:

FI =
( Nt∑

i=1

Ni∑
j=1

Rij

)2/(
Nr

Nt∑
i=1

Ni∑
j=1

R2
ij

)
, (11)

where Rij denotes the maximum achievable throughput of Uij .
We have FI= 1 if all Rij are equal; as the difference between
Rij increases, FI becomes smaller.

B. Main assumptions and considered scenarios

We consider a 4-cell network, as in Fig. 1(a), where APs
are positioned at the center of the cells and the emitted optical
power from each AP is set to Po = 1.584W as in [14]. The
considered heights of the APs and the Rxs are 2.5 and 0.85m,

TABLE I: Simulation parameters

Parameter Value
Room dimension (7 m × 7 m × 3 m)

LED luminaire Lamertian order m [14] 1
Number of LED chips per luminaire [14] 36

Maximum signal current per LED chip [14] 100mA
LED conversion efficiency S [14] 0.44W/A

PD responsivity R [4] 0.4A/W
PD area APD [14] 1 cm2

Rx’s FOV θFOV [14] 62 deg.
Refractive index of optical concentrator q [14] 1.5

BW B 10MHz
Equivalent Rx noise power spectral density [4] 10−21 A2/Hz

respectively. Three different scenarios are considered, called
Scenarios 1, 2, and 3, for which we set Nr to 8, 12, and
16, and the corresponding number of CEUs to 4, 4, and 8,
respectively. These represent an increased level of IUI and
ICI in the case of conventional NOMA. For each scenario,
200 randomly generated users positions are used over which
the performance is averaged.1 The PA coefficient α is set to
0.3, providing the best compromise between sum-rate and FI.
The same value is adopted for the TA coefficient ζ. Table I
summarizes the other simulation parameters.

C. Numerical results

Here we compare the sum-rate and FI of TS-NOMA with
conventional NOMA as shown in Fig. 2 for the case of no
dimming, i.e., δ = 1, and the three considered scenarios
described in Subsection V-B. We notice that, despite the ICI
mitigation merits of TS-NOMA, NOMA achieves a better
sum-rate, except for TS-NOMA-S4 case, which has a close
performance to NOMA. The reason is that TS-NOMA-S1, -
S2, and -S3 schemes have a poor sum-rate performance when
a relatively large number of users are in a group, where they
are allocated a relatively short time slot. The TS-NOMA-S4
strategy avoids such conditions, as described above, which
results in a higher average sum-rate. As concerns FI, we notice
from Fig. 2(b) that generally TS-NOMA schemes outperform
conventional NOMA, except for TS-NOMA-S3, and for TS-
NOMA-S4 in Scenario 3. The best FI are obtained for TS-
NOMA-S1 and -S2, as expected: the former equally divides
the time resources among the users, whereas the latter allocates
them based on the number of users in each group. For TS-
NOMA-S3 and -S4, FI is penalized by large variations in time
slot durations due to considering a constant TA coefficient.
Overall, compared with conventional NOMA, the presented
results suggest TS-NOMA-S4 as the most appropriate scheme
that makes a good compromise between sum-rate and FI.

Finally, Fig. 3 compares TS-NOMA and NOMA over sum-
rate and FI, for δ < 1, namely 70%, 50%, 30%, and 25%
for the three considered scenarios. Given that δmax = 1/4,
for the three former cases where δ > δmax, we use the TS-
NOMA-S5 strategy, whereas for the last case where δ = δmax,
we use TS-NOMA-S4 (which achieved the best sum-rate and

1Note that we exclude in the simulations those scenarios for which CEUs
are in coverage areas of more than two APs. Indeed, for such cases, the NOMA
performance will be penalized considerably because of ICI, in contrary to TS-
NOMA where CEUs of each AP are served in non-overlapping time slots
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Fig. 2: Comparison of sum-rate and FI for TS-NOMA and NOMA
for the case of no dimming (δ = 1).
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Fig. 3: Comparison of sum-rate and FI between TS-NOMA and
NOMA for (a) δ = 70%, (b) 50%, (c) 30%, and (d) 25%.

acceptable FI in Fig. 2) and TS-NOMA-S6. We notice from
Figs. 3 (a), (b), and (c) that TS-NOMA-S5 outperforms NOMA
in both sum-rate and FI in all scenarios. This superiority of
TS-NOMA-S5 can be explained by the decreased IUI due to
handling a smaller number of NOMA users per time interval,
and the elimination of ICI. Similarly, from Fig. 3 (d) we notice
a better sum-rate and FI for TS-NOMA-S4 and -S6, compared
to conventional NOMA, due to minimized ICI. Although TS-
NOMA-S6 achieves a higher sum-rate than TS-NOMA-S4
because of allocating more time resources per user, it needs
the same number of SIC detection steps as for conventional
NOMA. Overall, compared with conventional NOMA, we
can conclude TS-NOMA-S4 and -S5 as the most appropriate
schemes for δ ≤ δmax and δ > δmax, respectively, providing
improved sum-rate and FI, as well as reduced Rx complexity.

Note also that for all TS-NOMA schemes in Fig. 3, we
notice a degradation of FI from Scenario 1 to 3 (from the
smallest to the largest number of users), which is because of
increased IUI. In addition, we note an increase in the average
sum-rate for scenarios with a larger number of users. Yet, the
increase in sum-rate from Scenario 2 to 3 is less significant
than that from Scenario 1 to 2. This is due to the decrease in
the available time resources per user.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We proposed the TS-NOMA scheme for multi-cell VLC net-
works and showed its efficiency in handling MUI, compared

with the conventional NOMA. By separating in time domain
the CCUs and CEUs in different NOMA groups, the proposed
TS-NOMA offers ICI mitigation, dimming compatibility, as
well as reduction in the number of users handled by NOMA
per time interval, thus a reduced Rx computational complexity.
We showed the advantage of TS-NOMA in terms of sum-rate
and network fairness, especially for the case of light dimming.

As concerns the computational complexity of TS-NOMA,
the main factors are: (i) power allocation (which is negligible
due to using static PA); (ii) the number of SIC operations at
the Rxs (with an advantage over conventional NOMA due to
handling less users per time slot); and (iii) CSI acquisition
(which is the same as for NOMA). Nevertheless, using TS-
NOMA increases the network complexity due to synchroniza-
tion management (which is rather low due to handling only
two time slots per AP) and time-slot allocation. For this latter,
the highest complexity in the case of dimming corresponds to
TS-NOMA-S4 for δ ≤ δmax, which requires in the worst case
NCCUs +NCEUs + cint − 1 additions and 4 cint + 1 divisions.
Overall, the increased complexity is quite justified, given the
improvement achieved in the overall network performance.
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